Reduce Stress with Mindful Coping
Skills

Mindfulness as the Antidote to
Anger

Educate the client about the impact of
stress
Practice makes perfect – transform the
stress response
Exercises:
Strengthen awareness of the stress
response
Shifting to relaxation response: cultivate a
foundation of groundedness, settledness,
and ease
Mindful transitions
Treatment limitations, risks and research

Understand the sources of anger
The body’s anger response
Identify early signs of the anger forest fire
Clarify the practice: What am I trying to
remember?
Exercise:
Rehearsal of the Stop-Breathe-ReflectChoose practice

The downward spiral and the brain’s
default mode
Cultivate motivation and action
Witness the anxious mind
Get unstuck from anxious rumination
Exercise:
Self-regulation practices for anxiety

Live Webinar Schedule
(Times listed in Eastern)

Proceed with caution – avoid retriggering
and retraumatizing
Retrain the dysregulated nervous system
Cultivate safety
Exercises:
Grounding techniques
Breathing techniques
Positive visualization

When you feel agitated or distracted, try this whole-body
method to bring you back into the present.

1
2

Concentrate on your chest. Do you feel any sensations? Notice your heart
beat. Does your chest feel tight or loose?

3

Squeeze the muscles in your chest. Hold for a few seconds and then relax.
Notice the differences you feel in your chest and heart rate.

4

Concentrate on your arms. Do they feel tight or tense? Are your shoulders
relaxed? What about your hands? Are your hands in fists or open?

5

Squeeze all the muscles in your arms, shoulders and hands. Hold for a few seconds
and then relax. Notice the difference you feel in your arms and shoulders.

6

Concentrate on your legs. Do they feel tight or tense? Is there any tension or
nervous movement? Are your feet resting comfortably on the floor?

7

Squeeze all the muscles in your legs and feet. Hold for a few seconds and then
relax. Notice the difference you feel in your legs and feet.

8

Concentrate on your mind. How are the quality of your thoughts and
emotions?

9

Take a minute to listen to your brain, then clear it and open it up for outside
communications.

MINDFULNESS

Start in a comfortable sitting position and close your eyes.

Get yours today at
pesi.com/mindfulnessinfographic
Chest
Arms
Legs

Mind

Finish by checking in with your body in general. Do you feel more calm?
10 Do
you feel more in the present?

TECHNIQUES

Breath is like a remote control for your
body. When controlled, it can change
your body, mind, and wellness.

Group Training
Solutions Made Easy!
When you feel unfocused or distracted, try this breathing
method to clear your mind and calm your body.

1 Start in a comfortable sitting position and close your eyes.
2 Inhale, extending it while you count from 1 to 7.
3 Exhale, extending it while you count from 1 to 11.
4 Repeat several times.
When you are done, check with your body and see if you feel like your
5 head
is clearer and better focused.

• ONLINE or in-person
• Customizable
• Easy remote access100,000
• From 5 to 5000
• CE hours available

It has been found that the optimal breathing for
long-term focus, empathy, social reasoning and attachment
is 4-6 breaths per minute.

The number of thoughts the
average person has in one day!

EXERCISE 3: H.A.L.T.

When your mind is so full that you cannot concentrate or focus,
try this exercise to ensure your basic needs are met
in order to get back on track.

www.pesi.com/inhouse
H ungry

Focus on your body, and see if you are hungry. Being hungry affects your mind by:

1. Lowering your blood sugar which depresses your mood and motivation.
2. Preventing your prefrontal cortex (where thinking, impulse, clear thought, focus and
executive functions take place) from running at full capacity.

In a Nutshell:

When you are hungry, you do not think straight!

A ngry or Anxious

FOR CLINICIANS:
Skills to Transform Your Treatment Plans for Stress,
Depression, Anxiety, Anger, Trauma, Guilt and Shame

Notice your body signals, and see if you are either angry or anxious. Being angry or anxious
affects your mind by:
1. Releasing cortisol which puts your body in Fight-or-Flight mode, shutting down what it
sees as unessential survival systems.
2. Shutting down the rational parts of your brain so you are unable to think and reason
through things.

In a Nutshell:

When you are angry or anxious, you will get an inaccurate perception of
what is going on, and your decision making isn’t at its best.

L onely
1. Making you feel unhappy, moody and unsupported.
2. Making you feel physically unhealthy.

In a Nutshell:

Transform the Inner Critic:
Mindfully Deal with Guilt and Shame
Identifying primary core negative belief
Cultivating a healthy and true vision of self
Exercises:
The protective quality of mantras
Exercises that promote self-forgiveness

Presented by, Debra Alvis, PhD

When you are lonely, you don’t feel well mentally or physically.

T ired
Are you physically or mentally tired? Being tired affects your mind by:
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1. Decreasing self-control and willpower, opening up the potential to make poor choices.
2. Slowing your mind so it is working at the equivalent of a lower IQ.

In a Nutshell: When you are tired, you are not your best.
SHAKE IT OFF!
“Shake” off that extra cortisol in your body by literally shaking your body.
Start with your hands and move to your head and legs. Shake for a few minutes
and then relax. This simple exercise will help your body settle down!

Learn more mind-body practices in this online course

Mindfulness and
Body-Based Approaches:
Interventions for trauma, addiction, anxiety,
depression, ADHD, and more

MINDFULNESS
FEATURING
DR. CHRISTOPHER WILLARD

https://www.pesi.com/mindfulpractice
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As a non-profit organization, PESI’s mission is to provide education for the general public,
public organizations, private industries, students and professionals and assist them in
acquiring, developing and enhancing their knowledge and skills. We maintain the most robust
continuing education library available for mental health, rehab and health care. You can attend
one of our live seminars in all 50 states, and you can access our digital library anywhere in the
world to discover new tools and strategies to help improve your practice outcomes and meet
your continuing education needs.
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Skills to Transform Your Treatment Plans for Stress,
Depression, Anxiety, Anger, Trauma, Guilt and Shame

• Analyze the neurobiology of the
traumatized brain and implement
grounding techniques and breathing
exercises.
• Appraise the clinical utility of mindfulnessbased therapies in regulating shame and
guilt.

Over 25 years of clinical mindfulness practice refined into insights and exercises you can
apply to the specific disorders and life-problems you see in your clients each day!

This online certificate training program will prepare you to effortlessly integrate proven
tools and strategies to any clinical model, allowing you to take your therapy practice to the
next level. When you complete this comprehensive online course, you’ll be equipped with
the evidence-based clinical framework you need to help provide lasting relief from trauma,
anxiety, stress, depression, and more. Plus, you’ll get the strategies you need to make
Mindfulness stick for your clients — so they can experience a lifetime of relief.

FOR CLINICIANS:

Objectives

• Demonstrate how mindfulness and
breathing techniques can be practiced
in-session to increase emotion regulation.

Author Unknown

EXERCISE 1: C.A.L.M.

Think about your friends, family and other social connections you have. Do you feel lonely?
Being lonely affects your mind by:

There will be two 15-min breaks (mid-morning & mid-afternoon).
Actual lunch and break start times are at the discretion of the speaker.
A more detailed schedule is available upon request.

• Integrate mindfulness interventions into
your treatment plans to counter automatic
patterns of negative thoughts.
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Never in the history of calming
down has anyone ever calmed down
by being told to calm down.

EXERCISE 2: 7 - 11

Calm the Traumatized Brain

4:00 Program ends

• Determine how mindfulness practices can
be used to shift clients to a relaxation
response.

CALM

YOUR MIND

MIND-BODY PRACTICES

Author Unknown

8:00 Program begins
11:50-1:00 Lunch Break

• Assess neurological processes and how
mindfulness can be used to increase
client’s motivation.

Calm Your
Mind
Mind-Body
Practices

Join us online for this live training!

PESI, Inc.
P.O. Box 1000
Eau Claire, WI 54702-1000

Manage Depression and Anxiety
with Mindfulness Techniques That
Work
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LIVE Interactive Webinar
Tuesday, May 10, 2022

R “Go-to”techniques immediately applicable to your clinical practice
R Evidence-based skills to reduce stress, ease anxiety, manage depression
and calm the traumatized brain
R Mindfully deal with guilt and shame – transform the inner critic
R Address toxic anger and reduce the body’s anger response
R Guidance, interactive demonstrations, and step-by-step instruction

Live Interactive Webinar
Tuesday, May 10, 2022

BONUS! – Registration includes FREE on-demand access for 3 months.

BONUS! – Registration includes FREE on-demand access for 3 months.
www.pesi.com

REGISTER NOW:
pesi.com/webcast/87036

www.pesi.com
A Non-Profit Organization Connecting Knowledge with Need Since 1979

REGISTER NOW:

pesi.com/webcast/87036
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MINDFULNESS

TECHNIQUES
FOR CLINICIANS

From depression and anxiety to
stress and trauma, mindfulness has
demonstrated its ability to help reduce
suffering. But there are hundreds of
mindfulness interventions available to
clinicians. With so many to choose from
how do you decide on your “go-to”
techniques?

Debra Alvis, Ph.D. is a licensed
psychologist who developed the Mind/
Body Program at the University of Georgia. She has more than 25 years of clinical
experience in treating clients by combining mindfulness principles, body-oriented
principles and traditional psychotherapeutic approaches. Now Dr. Alvis has distilled
the sea of available techniques into the essential hands-on mindfulness skills and
exercises you need to treat your clients.
Join Dr. Alvis and learn to effectively use 15 mindfulness practices that she’s
found most capable in shifting clients away from stress responses, intervening in the
downward spiral of depression and anxiety, and cultivating safety and groundedness
in traumatized clients. PLUS she’ll give you detailed instruction on her top mindfulness
interventions to help your clients properly deal with guilt and shame and empower
them to manage their anger and toxic emotions.

SIGN UP-TODAY!

Meet Your Speaker
Debra Alvis, Ph.D., a licensed psychologist, developed the Mind/Body

Program at the University of Georgia providing clinician training on the integration of
mindfulness and contemplative practices into psychotherapy. Her work as a professor at
the University of Georgia included the supervision of doctoral students and co-leading
a research team investigating mindfulness.
In addition to teaching, Dr. Alvis maintains a private practice and has more than 25
years of clinical experience in treating clients with a variety of conditions by combining
mindfulness principles, body-oriented principles and traditional psychotherapeutic
approaches. She also has an over 30-year personal contemplative practice.

Choose your Learning Experience!
PESI offers multiple formats to fit your CE needs

Register Online at: pesi.com/webcast/87036
Live Interactive Webinar (Option 1)
May 10, 2022
$219.99 tuition

Dr. Alvis lectures and leads retreats around the world. Her trainings have helped
thousands of clinicians to integrate the richness of Mindfulness, neuroscience and
somatic psychotherapies with cognitive approaches for greater clinical effectiveness.

8am Eastern time
Live Webinar Experience:
• Participate live in real-time while connecting and collaborating with peers
• Ask the presenter your questions
• Earn a live CE certificate
FREE BONUS: Replay on-demand access for 90-days after webinar

Speaker Disclosure:
Financial: Debra Alvis is in private practice. Dr. Alvis receives a speaking honorarium from PESI, Inc. She has no relevant financial
relationships with ineligible organizations.
Non-financial: Debra Alvis has no relevant non-financial relationship to disclose.

*Live CE is only available when viewed live

Get a Group Discount! Contact us at pesi.com/info to save for groups of 5 or more

On-Demand Digital Seminar (Option 2)
$219.99

Don’t miss this change to enhance your clinical practice and fundamentally improve the
lives of your clients with mindfulness skills that work!

POS058130
Digital Seminar Experience:
• Learn at your own pace with 24/7 access from your PESI account
• Access to the program materials
• Enjoy lifetime on-demand access
• Earn a self-study CE certificate

Sign up today!

CE CREDITS AVAILABLE FOR LIVE WEBINAR

Target Audience:
Counselors • Social Workers • Psychologists • Marriage and Family Therapists
Occupational Therapists • Addiction Counselors • Case Managers • Therapists • Nurses
Physicians • Other Mental Health Professionals

S

IS
AT

FAC TION

Risk Free Purchase! PESI stands by our trainings and

we have a 100% satisfaction guarantee. If you are not
satisfied, please contact our customer service team at
www.pesi.com/info or 800-726-3888 and we will make it right.

PESI Offers Group Discounts!
To save on groups of 5 or more, contact us at pesi.com/info!
Questions? Visit our FAQ page at www.pesi.com/faq or contact us at www.pesi.com/info.
Have a seminar idea? A manuscript to publish? The nation’s top speakers and authors
contact PESI first. If you are interested in becoming a speaker or have a new topic idea,
please contact Josh Becker at jbecker@pesi.com or call 715-855-6363.

PWZ87035

This continuing education activity is designed
to meet state board requirements for the
following professionals: Counselors, Social
Workers, Psychologists, Marriage and
Family Therapists, Occupational Therapists,
Addiction Counselors, Nurses, and Physicians.
For specific credit approvals and details, visit
pesi.com/webcast/87036
National CE Credit Approvals For Live Webinar
Credits listed are for full attendance at the live Webinar only. The
CE certificate can be downloaded/printed after completing the
Webinar and passing the online post-test evaluation (80% passing
score). Please see schedule for full attendance start and end
times. NOTE: Boards do not allow credit for breaks or lunch.
This course has been approved by PESI, Inc., as a
NAADAC Approved Education Provider, for 6.0 CE
in the Counseling Services skill group. NAADAC
Provider #77553. PESI, Inc. is responsible for all aspects of their
programming. Full attendance is required; no partial credit will be
awarded for partial attendance.
PESI, Inc. is an AOTA Approved Provider
of continuing education. Provider #:
3322. Full attendance at this course
qualifies for 6.0 contact hours or .6 CEUs in the Category
of Domain of OT and Occupational Therapy Process. Partial
credit will be issued for partial attendance. The assignment
of AOTA CEUs does not imply endorsement of specific course
content, products, or clinical procedures by AOTA. Course Level:
Intermediate.
PESI, Inc. is accredited by the Accreditation Council for
Continuing Medical Education to provide continuing
medical education for physicians.

Earn up to

6.25 CE

PESI, Inc. is accredited as a
Hours for one
provider of nursing continuing
low price!
professional development
by the American Nurses
Credentialing Center’s Commission on
Accreditation. Nurses in full attendance will earn 6.25 contact
hours.
PESI, Inc., #1062, is approved to offer
social work continuing education by the
Association of Social Work Boards (ASWB)
Approved Continuing Education (ACE) program. Organizations,
not individual courses, are approved as ACE providers. State and
provincial regulatory boards have the final authority to determine
whether an individual course may be accepted for continuing
education credit. PESI, Inc. maintains responsibility for this course.
ACE provider approval period: January 27, 2020 - January 27,
2023. Social Workers completing this course receive 6.25 Clinical
continuing education credits. Course Level: Intermediate. Full
attendance is required; no partial credits will be offered for partial
attendance. A certificate of attendance will be awarded at the
end of the program to social workers who complete the program
evaluation.

CE hours and approvals may vary from live event. Visit www.pesi.com or call 800-726-3888 to check for availability.

DVD (Option 3)
$219.99

RNV058130
DVD Experience:
• Self-study CE certificate available

CE hours, approvals and cost of CE Certificates may vary from live event. Visit www.pesi.com or call 800-726-3888 to
check for availability and pricing

Recommended Reading:
The Five Core Skills of
Mindfulness
A Direct Path to More Confidence,
Joy and Love
Terry Fralich, LCPC

The Mindfulness Toolbox
50 Practical Tips, Tools & Handouts
for Anxiety, Depression, Stress &
Pain
Donald Altman MA, LPC

$19.99 $14.99*
PUB082050

* Discount Included with purchase of the Webinar

Self-study credit: To check availability for your profession, go to
www.pesi.com or call 800-726-3888 with your licensing board to
verify acceptance of self-study credit for license renewal.
*Content and materials in this course may include interventions and
modalities that are beyond the authorized practice of your profession.
As a licensed professional, you are responsible for reviewing the scope
of practice, including activities that are defined in law as beyond the
boundaries of practice in accordance with and in compliance with your
profession’s standards.
PESI, Inc. offers continuing education programs and products under the
brand names PESI, PESI Healthcare, PESI Kids, PESI Rehab and Psychotherapy
Networker.

For all credit approvals and details, visit: www.pesi.com/webcast/87036

$29.99 $19.99*
PUB082210

OTHER WAYS TO REGISTER
Phone: 800-726-3888
Fax:
Mail:

800-554-9775
PESI, Inc.
PO Box 1000
Eau Claire, WI 54702-1000

*If mailing/faxing registration, find form at
www.pesi.com/form or call 800-726-3888

ADA NEEDS
We would be happy to accommodate your ADA needs; Please notify
us at time of registration.

QUESTIONS
Visit pesi.com/faq or contact us at pesi.com/info

TAXES AND SHIPPING
Taxes and shipping apply where applicable, see website
for details
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